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The ability to spot valuable business trends is not about predicting the future. 
Instead, it relies entirely on this deceivingly simple notion:

Information and ideas don’t move evenly through society…

… They move more like a river. With ideas shared between individual 
practitioners way upstream. Then gradually trickling down through:

● Niche communities (online and in-person)
● Organic social media posts
● Blogs, newsletters, and other independent media
● Mainstream news
● General awareness

If you know where to look, it becomes easier to find these ideas earlier in 
this chain. The process has three main steps…

01. The Philosophy of Trend-Spotting
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The spotting step is mostly about passive observation and capture. You’re 
finding and absorbing interactions between players in a space to get a feel 
for what’s going on.

The more connected you are to an industry...

… the quicker you’ll be able to spot opportunities and trends. There are many 
ways to deepen your connection and observations in an industry, but they boil 
down to a few key tactics, like:

● Seeking out public forums to observe unfiltered conversations
● Following hyper-niche thought leaders in a space
● Looking for innovators who have identified problems that need solving

Let’s look at a few key channels for observation, and tools you can use to dig 
into each.

02. Spotting



6 Places to Spot Opportunities

Niche Communities
Facebook, Slack, Discord, 

etc.

Pitch Decks
You can find these on 

Google

1-1 Interviews
With operators in the 

trenches

Email Newsletters
Especially from authors 
who don’t think like you

Filings
SEC 10K/10Q, Form 990, 

FDDs

Investor Blogs
Wealth managers, VCs, 

and hedge funds



01. Niche Communities
Niche online communities are one of the best places to 
watch real, unfiltered conversations between customers in 
a space. 

You already know the big platforms (Facebook, Reddit, 
Discord, etc.). But here are the best tools for getting more 
out of them… 

Grouply: Will monitor Facebook groups you belong to for 
certain keywords and notify you in Slack when they appear

Related Subreddits: Use this tool to see a map of 
interrelated subreddits based on topic/members

Disboard: A search engine for finding Discord servers by 
topic

Slofile: A database of public Slack groups that you can 
search/join based on topics

https://groouply.com/
https://anvaka.github.io/sayit/?query=
https://disboard.org/
https://slofile.com/


Hacker News…
… is another great online community you may not have 
heard of.

Run by Y-Combinator, it’s an old-school forum for 
founders, hackers, and geeks. People submit stories, 
and the community comments, or votes them up and 
down.

A great way to see what’s top-of-mind for the technical 
community day-to-day, to participate in no-BS 
conversations with entrepreneurs, and to find cool 
stories you may have never heard of.

https://news.ycombinator.com/


02. Interviews

Another way to quickly learn about an industry is to interview 
operators and experts in that space. Some dedicated tools 
for finding people by their domain knowledge include:

Interview Her: Specifically to find women who are experts in 
different industries

Intro: This one can get pricey, but it’s invaluable when it 
comes to finding industry experts who’ve done what you’re 
trying to do

HARO and ProfNet: Both resources owned by Cision help to 
connect writers with sources for interviews

The Trends Facebook Group: Home to thousands of 
business owners and operators around the world, our 
analysts lean on this all the time for stories

https://interview-her.com/
https://intro.co/
https://www.helpareporter.com/journalists/rules/
https://profnet.prnewswire.com/profnethome/what-is-profnet.aspx
https://www.facebook.com/groups/Trends.co


03. Financial Reports

How to Read a Financial Report: This free PDF is a fun, 
approachable guide to understanding business finance. Give 
it a skim, and keep it handy when you’re researching other 
companies.

SEC’s Edgar Database: Publicly traded companies in the US 
have to file regular reports with the SEC. You can find them 
all here.

Form 990: Similar to the reports filed with the SEC, 
registered 501(c)3 nonprofits file a tax form each year with 
all their financial info inside. Many are available publicly.

Franchise Disclosure Documents (FDDs): Franchisors 
prepare these reports, detailing the operations and 
(often-but-not-always) financial breakdowns from specific 
locations. Read these to understand how a business works, 
to see opportunities or threats in an industry, and to get 
ideas for streamlining operations or boosting customer 
acquisition.

The Beige Book: Eight times per year, the various Federal 
Reserve banks publish data on their regional markets. It 
offers insight into changes in prices, retail, tourism, 
manufacturing, staffing, and real estate.

Financial reports can be a fascinating source of ideas and opportunities. And there are plenty of them available. From publicly 
traded companies, to nonprofits, to government agencies, and franchisors — lots of people share financial reports and data, if 
you know where to look.

http://csinvesting.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/how_to_read_a_financial_report1.pdf
https://www.sec.gov/edgar/search/
https://candid.org/research-and-verify-nonprofits/990-finder
https://fddexchange.com/
https://www.minneapolisfed.org/region-and-community/regional-economic-indicators/beige-book-archive


The world is full of creative entrepreneurs who have spotted gaps in the market and are searching for financial backing to 
tackle them. If you know how to use Google creatively (see below), you can find their pitch decks online — often chock-full of 
research, industry stats, and opportunities to consider.

04. Investor Pitch Decks

[industry name]    AND    “pitch deck”    filetype:pdf 

Search I’m Feeling Lucky

Google



Afridigest: For founders interested 
in the African markets

The Hustle (obviously): Our daily 
newsletter on all things tech/biz

Trends (also obvs): Our newsletter 
on emerging business opportunities

The Diff: Fascinating data-driven 
explanations of various industries

Stratechery: A close look at the 
strategies of Big Tech giants

Niche industry newsletters are a great resource for spotting opportunities early. The smaller, or 
more specific the audience, the better. Some of our favorites:

Sifted: Like The Hustle, but for 
European markets

CB Insights: Great data on emerging 
business trends and industry changes

05. Email Newsletters

6 Pages: A weekly brief on the 
top-three market shifts taking place

https://afridigest.substack.com/
https://thehustle.co/
https://trends.co/
https://www.thediff.co/
https://stratechery.com/
https://sifted.eu/newsletter/archive
https://www.cbinsights.com/newsletter/
https://www.6pages.com/


You can also search popular newsletter platforms like Substack and Revue for newsletters that cover specific topics.

Beehiiv is another emerging newsletter platform. They don’t have a search directory yet, but you can find great articles and 
newsletters written by Beehiiv authors by using the Google search syntax shown here…

05. More Email Newsletters

site:beehiiv.com          “topic you’re interested in” 

Search I’m Feeling Lucky

Google

https://substack.com/search/market
https://discover.getrevue.co/
https://www.beehiiv.com/


AgFunder: Research and funding 
for startups in AgTech

A16Z: One of the biggest early-stage 
VC firms in the US

Khosla Ventures: No. 2 on the list of 
largest VCs in the US

LEGO Ventures: Focused on 
innovation in the EdTech space

Grit Capital: Genevieve managed a 
$100m+ portfolio and now publishes 
insights here for free

Investors are a great source of information. Not only do they often specialize in certain 
industries, but they’re financially incentivized to find the biggest opportunities in those spaces.

Space Capital: Specializes in… You 
guessed it — space investment!

Synthesis: Specializes in food-tech 
investment and the future of food

06. Investor Blogs

They Got Acquired: Not a VC, but a 
great blog highlighting recent 
acquisitions

https://agfunder.com/research/
https://a16z.com/posts/
https://www.khoslaventures.com/blog/all
https://legoventures.com/blog/
https://gritcap.io/
https://www.spacecapital.com/insights
https://synthesis.capital/insights
https://theygotacquired.com/
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Once you find an opportunity or a need that you think your business can fill, 
the next step is to use data to help validate the idea.

You’re trying to answer three key questions...

● How many people have this need?
● Is that number going up or down?
● Are people spending money to solve it?

Several tools and platforms exist to help you find the data you need. Let’s 
take a look at some favorites…

03. Vetting



How big is the market? In this step, you use tools and platforms 
that can help you evaluate how many people are searching for a 
solution like the one you’re thinking of creating. Tools like:

Keywords Everywhere: A chrome plugin that will show you the 
average monthly search volume for keywords you type into Google

Ahrefs: More robust analytics software that can estimate search 
volume, competition, and show you top-ranking sites for different 
keywords

SimilarWeb: Will give you traffic estimates for most popular 
websites, along with sources of traffic, website rank, and 
competitors

How many people have this need?

https://keywordseverywhere.com/
https://ahrefs.com/
https://www.similarweb.com/


Is the market and need getting bigger or smaller over time? Here, 
you use platforms that are specifically designed to monitor and 
report on trends, such as: 

Google Trends: Shows relative search volume over time for any 
search term across any geography

Pinterest Trends: Similar to Google Trends, this tool shows you 
changes in search volume on Pinterest

Subreddit Stats: This site shows you how fast different subreddit 
communities are growing (a key indicator of public interest in a 
topic)

Pageviews: Shows the pageviews over time for any Wikipedia 
entry

Is that number going up or down?

https://trends.google.com/trends/?geo=US
https://trends.pinterest.com/
https://subredditstats.com/
https://pageviews.wmcloud.org/


In this step, you look for proof that people are not just talking 
about a need, but actually spending money to solve it. Some great 
tools for this include:

Jungle Scout: Shows purchasing patterns across Amazon for 
different products, as well as search volume and sales trends

Facebook Ad Library: If you find competitors paying to promote 
similar products, there’s a good chance they’re turning that 
attention into sales

TikTok Top Ads: Similar to the Facebook Ad Library, this will show 
you top-performing ads in different geographies — a good 
indicator of what companies (and customers) are spending money 
on

Are they spending money to solve it?

https://www.junglescout.com/
https://www.facebook.com/ads/library/?active_status=all&ad_type=political_and_issue_ads&country=US&media_type=all
https://ads.tiktok.com/business/creativecenter/inspiration/topads/pc/en
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Finally, it’s not enough to know that an opportunity exists. For 
that insight to be valuable, you need to turn it into a product or 
service idea that can make your business money.

There are no new ideas…

… Only novel ways to deliver on old ideas, sometimes using new 
technologies. 

Once you accept this, it becomes much easier to find valuable 
opportunities, and the likelihood of success goes up because 
you can find clear past examples to learn from.

Let’s explore some highly effective techniques for finding 
valuable product and service ideas.

04. Ideating



6 Ideation Strategies

Recent Funding
Who’s raising? Anything 

you can copy?

Acqui-deaths
Look for businesses that 
were bought and closed

Unbundling
Splitting a big service 

down into niche services

3-Star Reviews
App store, trust pilot, 

Amazon

Other Geographies
What’s popular elsewhere 

that could work?

Niche Down
Cater to a more specific 

clientele



01. Recent Funding

Coming up with ideas doesn’t have to be hard. Look at who 
else in the industry is getting funding right now. Is there 
anything you can steal improve on?

TechCrunch: A staple in the world of tech and business 
news, especially when it comes to recent funding

Crunchbase: An industry-leading database of startup funding 
and news. You can do partial searches for free, or pay to 
unlock all the data

Axios Pro Rata: A daily roundup of the VC, PE, and M&A 
deals pouring into startups in the US

https://techcrunch.com/
https://www.crunchbase.com/
https://www.axios.com/signup/pro-rata


02. Unbundling

This is where you look at a single large player in the space, 
one that provides many products and services — then pick 
one to peel off and specialize in. Some great resources on 
unbundling:

How To Capitalize on the Unbundling of Reddit: This piece 
written by our Trends analysts will help you understand the 
process of unbundling

Unbundling Expert Advice: Another look at how to find 
opportunities, this time by unbundling a 
question-and-answer website getting 15m views/mo.

https://trends.co/signal/how-to-capitalize-on-the-unbundling-of-reddit/
https://trends.co/signal/flares-unbundling-expert-advice-vc-scouts-and-qasil-powder/


03. Other Geographies

Often times, if you find a business model that’s working in a 
different place, you can transplant it to your own location 
with a high likelihood of moderate success.

Think about “twin economies” — places with a similar 
lifestyle / cost of living. Then subscribe to newsletters, 
business communities, etc. focused on that place.

Or consider taking something that’s working well in English, 
and translating it for users that speak other languages.



04. Acqui-Deaths

Sometimes a big company buys a successful smaller 
company, then shuts it down. We call these “acqui-deaths,” 
and you can often reboot those ideas. 

The demand and the audience still exists. In some cases it’s 
higher because the brand serving them has been shut down.

A great place to find these is Wikipedia, which often lists the 
acquisitions and subsidiaries of major corporations, along 
with their status.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_mergers_and_acquisitions_by_Meta_Platforms
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bonnier_Group


05. Three-Star Reviews

When people leave a three-star review, it’s usually because a 
product was missing one key feature. Read through 
competitors’ three-star reviews for ideas on how to make 
your product stand out.

Amazon: Great for reviews on books and other physical 
products

Trustpilot: Use this for spying on services and bigger brands 
to see what their customers say

Yelp: A treasure trove of reviews for virtually anything in the 
events, hospitality, or travel industry

Apple Store and Google Play: Perfect for finding three-star 
reviews on apps and software

https://www.amazon.com/
https://www.trustpilot.com/
https://www.yelp.com/
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/calm/id571800810
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.calm.android&hl=en_US&gl=US


06. Niching Down

Even if a product or brand is already popular, you can often 
find a new angle by focusing on a narrower niche. To identify 
valuable niches, check out:

Related Subreddits: Use this tool to see which spin-off 
topics are popular among people focused on a space.

You can also search the posts in those subreddits for terms 
like…

● “Where to find”
● “Are there any”
● “How to”

… to surface popular questions within a community, and 
identify specific pain points that aren’t being met.

https://anvaka.github.io/sayit/?query=


You now have a basic understanding of the tools and philosophies our 
analysts use to spot hundreds of surprising, data-backed business 
opportunities every year.

Remember: Information and ideas move like a river...

...The tools in this deck will help you go “upstream” and:

● Spot opportunities early in their life
● Vet them to determine whether they’re worth investing in
● Ideate and come up with unique products/services to offer

If you want access to hundreds of opportunities that exist right now (plus the 
tactical insights you need to act on them), be sure to check us out here.

That’s about it!

https://trends.co/signals/
https://trends.co/signals/
https://trends.co/


If you enjoyed this and want to learn more, 
check out our in-depth videos on how to spot 
business trends…

Part 1 dives into the philosophy of 
trend-spotting.

Part 2 is more of a day-in-the-life style video, 
showing the sources and tools our analysts 
have used to find and develop several popular 
stories.

Want More?

https://trends.co/video/how-to-spot-business-trends-that-matter/
https://trends.co/video/how-to-spot-business-trends-that-matter-2/

